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The Biggest, Fasaest
It's 212 feet long and displaces 300 tons, but when it goes up on "stilts" it
skims across the water-even heavy seas-at better than 40 knots . It's the
Navy's latest in a new breed of hydrofoils .
By BOB ZIMMERMAN

	

Technical Art Concept by Fred Wolff

PICTURE A DESTROYER bristling with guns and torpedo launchers skim-
ming at 50 knots or more over the surface of a stormy sea . You can see daylight

under the hull. The ship is flying-literally . Its wings are hydrofoils, knifing
through the water on struts .
An admiral's pipe dream? Not quite . The new uss Plainview, just

beginning a test program with the Navy, may be the forerunner of
a fleet of such high-flying sub-chasers.
The Plainview -212 feet long and displacing/

300 tons - is the largest hydrofoil ship ever /- j
built. A pair of aircraft turbine en-
gines, driving titanium
propellers ADDITIONAL'
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PLAINVIEW's COCKPIT looks like jetliner 's, and теп
in charge are known as "pilot " and "co -pilot"

submerged along with its foils, can
push the ship to what the Navy mod-
estly says is a speed "in excess of 40
knots ."
How much in excess is classified . But

smaller hydrofoil craft have already
proved that speed possibilities on the
high seas are greater than mariners
ever imagined. Hydrofoil boats can hit
65 mph before their foils begin "cavi-
tating" (creating an air cavity in the
water behind the foil), a limit of per-
formance similar to the sound barrier
met by conventional airplanes . A craft
with experimental "supercavitating"
foils has been clocked at 80!
The Plainview, made by the Lock-

heed Aircraft Corp ., is the most ambi-
tious effort yet to put oceangoing vessels
into such speed ranges and free them
of the bucking and buffeting of choppy
seas. It will be a test bed for the Navy
to find out how such a hydrofoil ship
will handle in all weather and sea con-
ditions and how it would meet demands
put on an active modern warship .
This aluminum-hulled wonder is

only one blossom on a suddenly fruit-
ful vine of Navy hydrofoil development .
Two new hydrofoil gunboats, named
Tucumcari and Flagstaff, have just
joined the Pacific Fleet . While the
Plainview is still experimental, the gun-
boats are full-fledged combatants .
They are scheduled for combat trials to

90

RESTING PLAINVIEW gives some indication of its size
(note crewmen amidships ) . Three hydrofoils, two

take place off the coast of California .
The principle of hydrofoils is simple

enough : They use the water as a me-
dium of flight the same way airplanes
use the air. Hydrofoils are winglike
surfaces mounted on struts under the
hull of a boat or ship . They look like
airplane wings and have the same cross
section-a curved upper surface and a
flat lower surface. Water flowing over
and under the hydrofoil produces lift
the same way an air current does .
Arrival of the huge Plainview on the

scene means hydrofoil technology is

GUNBOAT TUCUMCARI , built by Boeing, features
canard configuration, with one foil forward, two aft
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forward and one aft, are in retracted position, displaying their winglike construction . Plainview, the largest hy-
drofoil ever built, is 212 feet long, displaces 300 tons and is intended to perform the duties of a destroyer

well out of the nursery and into long
pants .
The world inhabited by the Plainview

crewmen-it takes 20 to run the ship
-is a strange blend of forecastle and
flight line. The ship's wheelhouse, if
that's the word, looks more like the
cockpit of a jet airliner . The "pilot" and
"co-pilot" are surrounded by instru-
ment panels-overhead, in front and be-
tween seats . In the engine room are
two marine-type J-79 jet engines, the
same kind used in the supersonic F-
104 Starfighter .

GUNBOAT FLAGSTAFF, built by Grumman, has con-
ventional configuration, two foils forward, one aft

Actually, the Plainview has two pow-
erplants. To taxi away from a pier
through a crowded harbor, with foils
retracted, it is driven by two 600-hp
General Motors diesels. Power goes to
two outboard propellers mounted on
swivels on either side of the hull about
50 feet from the stern . Propeller pods
can be turned left and right to steer
the ship .

In this configuration, the Plainview
is a slow, gawky, flightless bird, its for-
ward struts and foils raised out of the
water like clipped wings, its stern strut
and foil sticking up like a tail .

For flying, the struts go into the
water and the diesel propeller units
lift out. Then the Plainview can run
up its turbines, preparing for takeoff.
Power from the turbines is trans-

mitted through an intricate system of
gears and shafts to the four-bladed,
62-inch titanium propellers submerged
at the tip of the two forward struts .
These same struts carry the ship's main
foils, each with a "wingspan" of 26
feet .

Takeoff speed is about 30 knots . "If
you're down in the hull," says a hydro-
foil crewman, "you hear a gurgling
sound, and in 20 or 30 seconds you're
foilborne ."

As if at the command of a magician
the Plainview's 300 tons rise gently

(Please turn to page 210)
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